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Abstract
Computational geometry classically assumes real-number arithmetic which does not exist in
actual computers. A solution consists in using integer coordinates for data and exact arithmetic for
computations. This approach implies that if the results of an algorithm are the input of another,
these results must be rounded to match this hypothesis of integer coordinates. In this paper, we
treat the case of two-dimensional Voronoi diagrams and are interested in rounding the Voronoi
vertices to grid points while interesting properties of the Voronoi diagram are preserved. These
properties are the planarity of the embedding and the convexity of the cells. We give a condition
on the grid size to ensure that rounding to the nearest grid point preserves the properties. We also
present heuristics to round vertices (not to the nearest grid point) and preserve these properties.
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1. Introduction
Theoretical computational geometry often assumed real-number arithmetic model of
computations. In practice, this model is not implementable on an actual computer and
the use of 4oating point computation as an approximation of real arithmetic is well
known to yield di6cult precision problems in the implementation of geometric al-
gorithms. Recent trends in computational geometry consist in using integer coordi-
nates to represent the data, and exact integer arithmetic to make the computations
[4, 5, 12].
Exact output: A solution to solve precision problems consists in using some exact
representation for the input and exact computations to take decisions inside the algo-
rithm. For example, if point coordinates are b-bits integers, then the intersection of
line segments can be solved using an exact 2b-bits arithmetic [3]. Unfortunately, this
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approach works only for a single algorithm. If two algorithms have to be cascaded and
the output of one must be the input of another, then we need an exact representation
of the output. In the example of intersection of line segments, rational numbers with
2b-bits (numerator and denominator) are needed to represent intersection point coordi-
nates. If several algorithms have to be cascaded this approach yields an unacceptable
increase in the precision used to store results.
Rounding: The alternative approach consists in rounding the result of an algo-
rithm before starting the next one. Rounding means to move the exact results to
some Dxed sized integer representation. If the results consist in points, they must
be moved to coincide with vertices of a grid. In that case, a brute force rounding
may alter the properties of the result, for example a convex polygon may lose its
convexity after rounding, and the second algorithm may not work on the rounded
result; thus it is necessary to deDne rounding methods preserving the geometrical
properties of objects. The rounding of geometric structures is a new concern in the
domain, to the knowledge of the authors, previous works deal only with the round-
ing of arrangement of line segments [8, 7] and arrangement of triangles in three-
dimension (3D) [6]. These works use snap rounding: a point is rounded to its nearest
grid point.
Voronoi: In this paper, we address the particular problem of rounding the Voronoi
diagram of a set of points S in the plane (see DeDnition 1). An example of cascading
algorithms may be found in 3D reconstruction, where we need to compute the overlap
of two Voronoi diagrams [1, 2]. Given a diagram (a graph embedded in the plane),
we will say that this diagram is planar if its edges do not cross and convex if all
cells are convex. It is well known that a Voronoi diagram is planar and convex and
there exist algorithms to compute the overlay of two convex planar diagrams. But
if the diagrams are rounded, convexity and planarity may not be preserved and thus
the overlay algorithm, which needs convex planar inputs, may crash. In Fig. 1, the
rounded diagram (in dashed lines) has a nonconvex cell (the shaded cell). In this
paper we will investigate on which conditions the snap rounding of a Voronoi diagram
will preserve planarity and convexity. We will also develop other ways of rounding
than snap rounding.
Counter example: A good rounding does not exist in the worst case. As shown by
Fig. 2, it is not possible to have simultaneously in a rounded version of the diagram
the convexity of cell of p and a Dxed bound on the distance between Voronoi vertices
and their rounded versions.
Rounded computational geometry versus discrete geometry: The use of a grid in
computational geometry implies some convergence with Delds such as discrete geometry
or computer vision. The main diFerence between the approaches used in these domains
is a question of order of magnitude. In an image a grid point is a pixel, and the typical
size of an image is 1000× 1000 pixels. In computational geometry, the number of grid
points depends on the integer arithmetic, a grid of 16:000:000× 16:000:000 (for 24 bits
integers) is a lower bound. This diFerence of scale has consequences on the algorithm,
for example storing the entire grid is not possible with such sizes.
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Fig. 1. Rounding of Voronoi diagram.
Fig. 2. In this example, a “good” rounding does not exist.
Voronoi diagram de7nition
Denition 1. Let S be a set of n points in the plane, M1; : : : ; Mn, which we call the
sites to avoid confusion with the other points in the plane. To each site Mi we attach
the region V (Mi) that contains the points closer to Mi than to any other point in S:
V (Mi) = {X ∈ R2=(X;Mi)6 (X;Mj) ∀j = i};
where  denotes the Euclidean distance in R2.
The region V (Mi) is the intersection of a Dnite number of closed half-planes (bounded
by the perpendicular bisectors of MiMj; j=1; : : : ; n, j = i). This shows that V (Mi) is
a convex polygon, which may be bounded or unbounded. The V (Mi)’s and their edges
form a cell complex called Voronoi diagram of S, whose domain is the whole R2.
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Fig. 3. Duality between Voronoi (continuous lines) and Delaunay (dashed lines).
The Delaunay triangulation of S is a complex dual to the Voronoi diagram of S,
and can be obtained from it by joining the sites whose Voronoi cells are adjacent (see
Fig. 3).
2. Sucient condition of correct rounding
Given a set S of sites in the plane and a grid step p, the main purpose is to know if
the Voronoi diagram of S will keep, after snap rounding of its vertices, its properties
of convexity (each angle of the diagram should stay 6  after rounding) and planarity
(each angle of the diagram must keep its orientation after rounding). We will Drst
focus on a convexity criterion and then adapt the results into a planarity criterion.
If the criterion condition is not satisDed, we want to compute pMAX the distance
between two consecutive grid points or grid size which is guaranteed to preserve these
properties. The condition must depend only on the original data: the coordinates of the
sites of S, and the topology of the diagram (which is equivalent to the knowledge of
the Delaunay triangulation); the criterion should not depend on an explicit computation
of the Voronoi vertices coordinates.
2.1. Parameterization
Let A; B; C be 3 Voronoi vertices forming an angle  in A, and A′; B′; C′ the snap
rounded corresponding vertices. The angle ′ =(A′B′;A′C ′) has 7 degrees of freedom
and thus depends on 7 parameters: the coordinates of the points A, B, C plus the grid
size p for example. In order to make some simpliDcations, we can use another choice
of parameters. ′ can be expressed as a function of the angle , the lengths b=AC
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Fig. 4. ′ depends on 7 parameters.
Fig. 5. Use of the monotonicity of snap rounding.
and c=AB, the orientation  and the position (xA; yA) of the triangle (ABC) in the
grid, and the grid size p (see Fig. 4).
But in order to know if, for a given grid size p, a given angle will be rounded
correctly regarding its convexity, we will have to solve the equation ′ =  in the
variable p. This equation is too intricate and we will make some simpliDcations and
over-estimations.
2.2. Monotonicity of snap rounding: pre-criterion
Let ABC be an angle, and let us divide the plane in four quadrants from the vertex A.
The monotonicity of snap rounding (i.e. xA 6 xB⇒ round(xA)6 round(xB) and yA 6
yB⇒ round(yA)6 round(yB)) involves that the extremities B and C of the angle stay
in the same quadrant when they are rounded (see Fig. 5). Therefore, given an angle
whose extremities do not lie strictly in opposite quadrants, the corresponding rounded
angle is necessarily 6. Such an angle is declared as not risky for the convexity and
no further veriDcations are needed. The main criterion for convexity described below
will be computed only for risky con7gurations, i.e. whose extremities lie strictly in
opposite quadrants of plane (see Fig. 5). We obtain thus a preselecting criterion that
we will call pre-criterion in the sequel.
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Fig. 6. Position of A′; B′; C′ maximizing ′.
Fig. 7. Calculation of a convexity criterion.
2.3. Simpli7cation
To reduce the number of variables in the expression of the rounded angle ′, we
will suppress the parameters (xA; yA) by considering the worst case, i.e. the case that
maximizes ′. A simple way to consider the worst case is to assume that the three
points A, B, C lie at centerpoints of a grid squares and thus have a maximal move
of half of a pixel diagonal. So given 3 points A; B; C centers of 3 unit-squares the
problem is to choose A′; B′; C′ on squares vertices so as to maximize ′. The general
case is not obvious, because this choice depends on the values of  and . However
in a risky conDguration, the points B and C are in opposite quadrants and the worst
position of the points A′; B′; C′ is clearly the one shown in Fig. 6.
2.4. First criterion: preserving the convexity of angles
The rounding of a point can be viewed as a translation by some vector u. We will
now use the fact that with the assumptions of the previous paragraph, the vectors
of translation of points A; B; C have the same direction and the same norm. More
precisely, if A is translated by u, B and C are translated by −u. But these 3 translations
are equivalent—considering the value of the rounded angle ′—to the translation of
point A by 2u with B and C Dxed. Since ‖u‖=√2p=2, it follows that the maximum
grid size pMAX such that ′ is convex, is given by the length h′=
√
2 (see Fig. 7).
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To calculate h′, we will use the height h of triangle (ABC) and angle =  + =4.
Basic relations of triangle geometry give
h = c sin(); (1)
h′ =
h
cos(=2−  − ) : (2)
After reduction, we obtain
h′ =
c
cos() + sin() cot()
: (3)
It remains to write cot() as a function of b, c and . Once again, the relations of
triangle geometry give, after reductions,
cot() =
c − b cos()
b sin()
: (4)
So Dnally, the maximum grid size warranting convexity of the rounded Voronoi
diagram is
pMAX =
c=
√
2
cos() + sin()(c − b cos())=b sin() : (5)
2.5. Semi-in7nite Voronoi angles
We call semi-in7nite Voronoi angles the angles containing an inDnite point, i.e.
deDned by a segment [AB] and a ray [AC). The most natural way to round this kind
of angles is to snap round normally the segment [AB] in a segment [A′B′], and to
transform the ray [AC) in a parallel ray [A′C′). This case can be treated like the
general case, with a few modiDcations. With the same notations as previously, the
worst case consists here in translating the point B by −2u. Therefore, we have to
express the length h′ as a function of c,  and :
h = c sin(); (6)
h′ =
h
cos(=2− (− )) : (7)
After reduction, we obtain
h′ =
c
cos()− sin() cot() : (8)
It follows that the maximum grid size such as the rounded semi-inDnite angle remains
convex is
p′MAX =
c=
√
2
cos()− sin() cot() : (9)
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Fig. 8. How to express Voronoi data from Delaunay data.
2.6. From Voronoi to Delaunay
We have thus obtained a criterion expressed on some lengths and angles in the
Voronoi diagram. We now have to explain how these quantities can be computed
from the original data, that is from the site coordinates without an explicit com-
putation of the Voronoi vertices. We will assume that the Delaunay triangulation,
which encodes all the combinatorial information of the Voronoi diagram, is known.
A Voronoi angle  can be deduced from its dual 1 in Delaunay (see Fig. 3)
by:
 = − 1: (10)
The only di6culty is to express the edge lengths b and c using only Delaunay angles
and Delaunay edges lengths. In Fig. 8, A, B and C are the vertices of a Voronoi angle,
the triangles (PQR), (PQS), and (PQT ) are the corresponding Delaunay faces whose
radii of circumscribed circles are, respectively, r1, r2 and r3.
We get
AB = r1 cos("1) + r2 cos(1); (11)
AC = r1 cos(1) + r3 cos(#1): (12)
For the radii of the circumscribed circles, we have the relation (with the usual notations
in a triangle (ABC)):
r =
a
2 sin()
=
b
2 sin()
=
c
2 sin(")
: (13)
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Fig. 9. Use of the monotonicity of snap rounding.
Applied to triangles (PQR), (PQS), and (PQT ), this gives
AB =
PQ
2
(cot("1) + cot(1)); (14)
AC =
PR
2
(cot(1) + cot(#1)): (15)
At last, the orientation =(AB; u) of the angle  in the grid is given too by =
(PQ; (−1; 1)). Inserting in (5) and (9) the preceding relations we obtain Dnally a
criterion that apply to Delaunay triangulation data only.
2.7. Second criterion: preserving the orientation of angles
We have seen that an angle close to  could become nonconvex after rounding.
Likewise, the rounding of an angle close to 0 can change its orientation, which can
cause the overlapping of Voronoi cells and the appearance of nonsimple polygons. To
avoid this, we want to know, given S a set of sites in the plane and p a grid size, if
each angle of the rounded Voronoi diagram of S will keep its orientation, or to obtain
a grid size pMAX that guarantees the preserving of the orientation. This problem being
similar to the problem of convexity, we will treat it more brie4y.
We use again the monotonicity of snap rounding in order to obtain the following
pre-criterion: given an angle whose extremities do not lie strictly in the same quadrant
of plane, the corresponding rounded angle is necessarily ¿=2. Therefore, the main
criterion (for the preserving of orientation) will be computed only for the angles which
are in a risky conDguration concerning the orientation (see Fig. 9).
Now, we assume again that the vertices of the Voronoi angle have a maximal move
of an half diagonal of a unit square. Comparing with the convexity criterion, the worst
case rounding is obtained with a diFerent translation than in the convexity case. Without
loss of generality, if c6 b, the worst case is obtained by translating A and C by −C
and B by C (see Fig. 10). Finally, we get
pMAX =
min(b; c)=
√
2
cos() + sin() cot()
: (16)
It can be easily shown that the case of semi-inDnite angles gives exactly the same
expression of pMAX.
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Fig. 10. Calculation of an orientation criterion.
At last, to pass from the criterion on Voronoi diagram to a criterion on Delaunay
triangulation, the whole expressions (10), (14), (15) can be reused. The only change
is the expression of , that becomes
 = (AB; C) = (PQ; (−1;−1)): (17)
3. Use of the criteria
3.1. Poisson Voronoi diagrams
Poisson Voronoi diagrams are diagrams generated by a set of sites uniformly dis-
tributed in the plane, which is relatively well approximated by an uniform distribution
in a Dnite surface. Okabe et al. [11, 10] have shown that the probability density function
of a randomly selected angle  of a typical Voronoi cell in R2 is
f() =
4
3
sin() (sin()−  cos()): (18)
In particular, it follows from this distribution that
p( ¡ =2) = 16 (19)
which shows that the convexity problem is much more frequent than the orientation
problem.
3.2. Statistics on the pre-criteria
Experimentally, by applying the pre-criteria (see Section 3.3.3) to Voronoi diagrams
constructed from uniform distributions of sites, we Dnd that about 40% of the angles
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Fig. 11. Statistics on the pre-criteria.
are in a risky conDguration regarding the convexity or the orientation of the rounded
angles.
Fig. 11 shows that this ratio does not depend on the number or the density of the
sites.
3.3. Complexity of the main criteria
One of the main purposes that we want to achieve is to have a way to detect the
problems that occur when rounding a Voronoi diagram without computing the dia-
gram itself. Obviously, this way must be cheaper than the computation of the rounded
Voronoi diagram and testing its planarity and convexity. We show that the above crite-
ria can be computed in about half the time of the computation of the Voronoi diagram
and its rounding.
3.3.1. Complexity of direct detection
For each Voronoi angle, we have to compute:
• Computation of the coordinates of the 3 vertices:
A Voronoi vertex being the center of the circumscribed circle of the corresponding
Delaunay triangle, it is deDned by the intersection of two perpendicular bisectors.
To compute these perpendicular bisectors equations:
Mid-point of the segment [PQ]:
2xI = xP + xQ; 2yI = yP + yQ:
Direction of the line (PQ):
xu = xQ − xP; yu = yQ − yP:
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The equation of the perpendicular bisector is y= ax + b, with
a = − xu
yu
; 2b = 2yI − a2xI :
For 3 Voronoi vertices, we need to compute 4 line equations, that is to say: 20
additions, 4 multiplications, 4 divisions, 8 aFectations.
The coordinates of the intersection point of two lines y= ax + b and y= a′x + b′
are given by
xA =
2b′ − 2b
2(a− a′) ; yA = axA +
2b
2
:
Hence, for the 3 Voronoi vertices: 9 additions, 6 multiplications, 6 divisions, 6
aFectations.
• Rounding of the coordinates to the nearest grid:
This cost depends on the grid size. We can consider that this is about the cost of
an addition for an integer grid.
• Comparison of 2 orientation tests of 3 points (the vertices of the angle before and
after rounding):
An orientation test consists in the computation of a 3× 3 determinant, that is to say
10 additions and 12 multiplications for the two tests.
Finally, we count 39 additions, 22 multiplications, 10 divisions, 20 aFectations and 6
scalar roundings.
Remark 1. The complexity calculated here corresponds to the computation of the coor-
dinates of the Voronoi vertices only. If we want to construct a planar map with Voronoi
edges and ray, the complexity can increase signiDcantly due to the management of the
planar map.
3.3.2. Complexity of the criteria
For a given Voronoi angle, we only have to compute one of the two criteria (convex-
ity and orientation). We will study here the complexity of the criterion of convexity
for a Dnite angle. The other cases (semi-inDnite angles, criterion of orientation) are
slightly cheaper.
To avoid the calculation of square roots, we will use the following variables:
b1 =
b
PR
=
1
2
(cot(1) + cot(#1)); c1 = cPQ =
PQ2
2
(cot("1) + cot(1));
ncos() = xPQ − yPQ; nsin() = xPQ + yPQ;
ncos() = xPQ xPR + yPQ yPR; nsin() = xPQ yPR − yPQ xPR:
Then the criterion becomes
pMAX =
c1=(PQ
√
2)
ncos()
PQ
√
2
+
nsin()
PQ
√
2
(c1=PQ)− b1PR(ncos()=PQ PR)
b1PR(nsin()=PQ PR)
: (20)
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That is to say, after reduction:
pMAX =
c1
ncos() + nsin()
c1 − b1ncos()
b1nsin()
: (21)
Hence for each Voronoi angle, we have to compute:
• Coordinates of vector PQ:
xPQ = xQ − xP; yPQ = yQ − yP:
So for the vectors PQ, PR, QR, PS, QS, PT , RT , we count 14 additions and 14
aFectations.
• Squared distance PQ2: 1 addition, 2 multiplications, 1 aFectation.
• 4 cotangents (for b1 and c1): 8 additions, 16 multiplications, 4 divisions and 4
aFectations.
• Numerators of sin(), cos(), sin(), cos(): 4 additions, 8 multiplications, 4
aFectations.
Finally, we count 31 additions, 31 multiplications (including 2 shifts), 6 divisions and
25 aFectations.
3.3.3. Global complexity of the criteria with the pre-criteria
To know the conDguration of a Delaunay angle with respect to the plane quadrants,
we have to sort lexicographically the 3 vertices of the angle, which costs 6 tests in
the worst case. But sorting the 3 vertices of a Delaunay face allows to treat 3 angles.
The mean complexity of the pre-criteria is thus 2 tests for an angle.
We have seen in 3.2 that the pre-criteria eliminated about 23 of the Delaunay trian-
gulation angles. Therefore, with 2 tests for each angle, the main criteria complexity is
reduced to 23 in mean. Hence the mean complexity for each Delaunay angle is about:
2 tests, 10 additions, 10 multiplications, 2 divisions and 8 aFectations.
Remark 2. The pre-criteria can also be used with the actual rounding of the diagram
in order to detect bad angles. That is why we have done the complexity comparison
without using the pre-criteria. However, to give an idea, the use of the pre and main
criteria together gives a computing time about 6 times smaller than the computing time
of the actual rounded Voronoi diagram from the Delaunay triangulation.
3.4. Results on the criteria
The implementation of the criteria allowed us to make some statistics on their ef-
Dciency. The criteria gives a su6cient but nonnecessary condition. Indeed, assuming
a maximal move of half a pixel during rounding clearly underestimates the grid size
needed for a correct rounding. The criteria detects as risky some angles that do not
create problems when they are snap rounded. The following graphs (Figs. 12 and 13)
show the correspondence between the criteria and the actual rounding.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the convexity criterion with the actual rounding.
Fig. 13. Comparison of the planarity criterion with the actual rounding.
However, although the criteria give a su6cient condition only, they are tight, which
means that the over-estimation is a worst-case estimation, so can match the actual
conDguration (see Fig. 14).
3.5. Adaptative grid size
As described in Section 2, the criteria can be used to certify that the snap rounding
will preserve planarity and convexity or to determine a small enough grid size to ensure
these properties. The interest of the criteria is to give directly a grid size relatively
close to the maximal size, and thus avoid to test systematically the rounding of the
Voronoi diagram with diFerent grid sizes.
Our experiments (see Fig. 17) show the mean value (for 100 experiences) of the
maximal grid size allowed by the 2 criteria (convexity and planarity), as a function of
the site distribution.
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Fig. 14. Tightness of the convexity criterion.
3.6. Basic property of the Voronoi diagram
The main advantage of the criteria is to validate the use of snap rounding. Indeed,
the rounding of each vertex to the nearest grid point is the best way to preserve the
tessellation to the closest points. It is easy to show that for a proximity query on
the snap rounded diagram, the diFerence between the distance to the site given and
the distance to the site that would have been given by the original diagram is less
than
√
2p, where p is the grid size. If the point is to obtain the exact nearest site, a
possibility is to use robust proximity queries methods [9].
4. Rounding heuristics
When the grid size cannot be chosen according to the distribution of the sites,
the snap rounding can create bad angles. To preserve the fundamental properties of the
Voronoi diagram, we will have to move some vertices not to the center point of the
pixel which contains it, but in the center of a pixel in the “neighborhood” of the vertex
(this notion of neighborhood remains to be deDned). The main di6culty comes from
the adjacency relations between angles. Indeed, moving a vertex in order to convexify
a given angle, can generate nonconvex angles in the neighborhood of this angle (each
Voronoi vertex belongs to 9 angles of the diagram).
We deDne brie4y a rounding heuristic in the following way:
• the choice of a set of points candidates for the rounding of a given vertex,
• the choice of a cost function which gives the best candidate (in some way) of the
set.
Denition 2. We call kernel polygon associated to a Voronoi vertex v the convex
polygon obtained as the intersection of (see Fig. 15):
• the triangle formed by the neighbors wi of v,
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Fig. 15. Kernel polygon of a Voronoi vertex v (Voronoi diagram in continuous line).
• 3 wedges: for each neighbor wi of v, let w1i and w2i be the two neighbors of wi
distinct from v. The wedge is deDned by the two half-lines from wi supported by
the edges [wiw1i ] and [wiw
2
i ] and not containing them.
As shown in Fig. 15, the kernel polygon of a vertex v is the set of points where
v can be moved preserving the convexity and the positive orientation of any angle
involving v, when the other vertices are Dxed. A diagram has the properties of convexity
and planarity if and only if any vertex belongs to its kernel polygon.
If the snap rounding of the Voronoi diagram of S is not convex and planar, the
following heuristic can be used:
Algorithm Rounded Voronoi(S)
1.VD ← Voronoi diagram of S
2. RVD ← Snap rounding (VD)
3. while RVD not planar and convex
4. do
5. v←A vertex of RVD involved in a bad angle
6. K(v)← kernel of v in RVD
7. v′←A grid point inside K(v) (if it exists)
8. Modify RVD by moving v to v′
9. return RVD
At this point, this algorithm is not yet completely clear, we need to know how v
is chosen among the bad vertices and how v′ is chosen among the grid points inside
K(v). Furthermore, in case of failure, the algorithm, as presented above, fails in an
inDnite loop instead of ending with a clear status.
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Fig. 16. Kernel polygon of an inDnite Voronoi vertex.
First implementation: A Drst simple approach to choose v is to use all bad angles
in turn. The apex of the angle is tried Drst, then if its kernel contains no grid points
the extremities of the angle are tried. The problem of the choice of v′ can be solved
easily by taking v′ the grid point of K(v) nearest to v. If for a given angle, none of
the three vertices involved can be moved inside its kernel, then we end with a failure
status. A rounding preserving convexity and planarity has not been found.
Such an approach works well in practice. If the point density is not too high, then
the bad angles are sparse in the diagram and the order used to examine them has no
in4uence. Very often K(v) contains grid points, more precisely, quite often at least one
of the vertices of the triangle used in the kernel deDnition, say w, belongs to K(v);
rounding v to w has the eFect of contracting the edge vw and increases the degree of
the resulting vertex.
This algorithm has been implemented and gives very good results since in the worst
case, it corrects all the bad angles but less than 0.05% of them. The last three lines of
Fig. 17 correspond to data coming from a GIS database (raw data in the Drst line,
dilated data on a scale of 24 bits integers in the next two lines), while the others lines
correspond to an uniform distribution of points.
4.1. Generalizations
Edge contraction: As noticed above, the algorithm still has some freedom to choose
v and v′. We Drst can remark that the problems usually come from an initial angle
which is close to  (convexity) or to 0 (orientation), or from an initial edge whose
length is small. Problems created by small edges can be solved by promoting vertex
merging, if K(v) contains w, a neighbor of v close to v, then we can choose w as new
position for v. This choice results in the contraction of edge vw.
Vertex rounding propagation: Since the di6culty may come from the propagation
of the bad angles, it would be interesting to try to direct this propagation along a
centrifugal axis, i.e. in the direction of the convex hull of the initial sites. Indeed,
the semi-inDnite Voronoi angles are less constraining than the Dnite ones since they
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Fig. 17. Table of results. Columns of risky or bad angles give: number of angles for convexity=for planarity
(grid size is 1).
contain an inDnite point. In particular, the “kernel polygon” for an inDnite vertex is an
angular sector, therefore it contains an inDnite number of grid points (see Fig. 16).
5. Conclusion
We have presented several results about the rounding of a Voronoi diagram preserv-
ing its planarity and the convexity of its cells. The Drst idea consists in snap rounding
(rounding to the nearest grid point) all the vertices of the diagram. We have estab-
lished a reasonably cheap condition which ensures that the snap rounding preserves
these properties. We have studied experimentally the e6ciency of the snap rounding
and the tightness of our condition on random Voronoi diagrams.
We have proposed an heuristic algorithm, which round the Voronoi vertices further
away in the grid, while preserving the desired properties. This algorithm works very
well in practice as it is shown by our experimental results.
We have proven that, in the worst case, it is impossible to preserve planarity and
convexity and to guarantee a Dxed bound on the distance between a vertex and its
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rounded version. This paper proves that, with reasonable hypotheses on the data distri-
bution, snap rounding and some heuristic will actually succeed to round the Voronoi
diagram with good probability.
Another, more theoretical, direction of research consists in searching a determinis-
tic algorithm of rounding preserving convexity and planarity such that something is
provable on the distance between a Voronoi vertex and its rounded correspondent.
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